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产品/机械
Middle East Glass Magazine is the first pan-Middle East business publication covering the glass industry.
Middle East Glass Magazine is the only international magazine for professionals involved in the glass industry, serving the Middle East and
Africa region. It keeps abreast of new technology, new products, company life and all innovations in the world of glass.
Middle East Glass Magazine is created in response to the rapidly increasing potential and demand for the glass products & technology in the
Middle East & Africa
Middle East Glass Magazine focuses on individual factories and suppliers, an events round-up, opinion columns and a spotlight on a leading
industry personality and a major glass association. This gives our readers the up-to-date and latest technology in the glass industry.
Middle East Glass Magazine is committed to becoming a pillar of the glass industry by providing comprehensive coverage of the sector. It will
offer exclusive interviews, research, and analysis covering not just the glass industry but also related fields.
Middle East Glass Magazine reaches technical, production and research personnel, responsible for the management and operation of
industrial-scale glass manufacturing and processing facilities throughout the Middle East & Africa.

产品和背景
A pioneer of the fast growing and vibrant exhibition industry, Egyptian German exhibitions company Ltd (AGEX) is Egypt´s top organizer of trade
events with a diverse portfolio of exhibitions and conferences in a lot of sectors. The company´s early success was attributed to a professional and
dynamic management that was based on introducing and exceeding the highest international standards, paying attention to details meticulously,
thoroughly studying the industry´s needs and a clear vision for the future.
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Arabian German exhibitions company Ltd (AGEX) focuses in International trade fairs & conferences to be ideal platforms for foreign and local
companies doing business in the Middle East and seeking exposure to top regional buyers and decision-makers. Arabian German exhibitions
company Ltd (AGEX) reaches the world through an established and extensive international network of agents and affiliates. In addition, we have the
experience and the resources to produce market-leading events.

As we believe that the exhibitions are the focal point for industry to attract a broad cross-section of representatives, from buyers and sellers that create
value for your business. Whether you are seeking to appoint regional agents or distributors to market your products and services, or you are simply
keen to explore new markets with limitless growth potential, Arabian German exhibitions company Ltd (AGEX) brings you a wealth of lucrative
avenues to explore.
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